YOUR CALENDAR FOR THIS WEEK

3 TO SEE

Schedule your season — with our help

It’s the season — time for the best cultural events our community has to offer. Each week, the Cultural Council of Palm Beach County offers you three ideas — one that’s free, one that’s affordable and one that’s a splurge.

Your “3 to See” cultural curator is Marilyn Bauer, director of marketing and government affairs at the Cultural Council.

By Carlos Frías

Palm Beach Post Staff Writer

Does your Palm Beach County home qualify as a time capsule? Or do your parents house whose interiors were filled decades ago, but still very much in use.

The Bento boxes ($13.95 to $16.95) are served in beautiful, lacquered traditional boxes and help bring in regulars.

The Morikami Museum and Japanese Gardens escape the daily grind. They offer a chance to do something different and spend some time with nature.

The gentle clip-clip-clip of wall-to-wall shag carpet, pen- dent lights straight out of the 1970s home in Los Angeles didn’t need to get its groove back. It never lost its groovy.

We want to share your 1920s-1980s decor with our readers.

By Staci Sturrock

Palm Beach Post Staff Writer

Whether your home, or your parents’ house whose interiors were filled decades ago, but still very much in use, is your home retro fabulous?

SPLURGE

Watch “West Side Story”

outdoors with orchestra

It’s not because “West Side Story” captured 10 Oscars in 1961. Or that Natalie Wood was the “it” girl back in the day. It’s because theimm mrone manor on, in the audience at 7:30 p.m. Friday when “West Side Story” — open of the score, will continue using an earpiece and video screen for better syn doprachment.

DEAL

Tea time at the Norton

Even though today we can buy our tea or chai at Publix, pharmacies to a population that not only became the signature drink for social gatherings but the center of a burgeoning health industry.

With a mission to support and showcase the artistic talent in Palm Beach County, the Cultural Council has created an exhibit in its main gallery with sculptural works by Alexander Erickson, C. E. Olson and Jeff Whitman. Exhibited in bronze, aluminum, marble and steel, the sculpture are re- minders that the arts are not just for the eyes but that they also have an impact on the body and mind.

The handcrafted teapot dating from the 1800s is on display at the Norton Museum of Art.

FOUR FREE & $5 FOR ONE WEEK

FREE

All ideas, styles at sculpture exhibit

With a mission to support and showcase the artistic talent in Palm Beach County, the Cultural Council has created an exhibit in its main gallery with sculptural works by Alexander Erickson, C. E. Olson and Jeff Whitman. Exhibited in bronze, aluminum, marble and steel, the sculpture are reminders that the arts are not just for the eyes but that they also have an impact on the body and mind.

The handcrafted teapot dating from the 1800s is on display at the Norton Museum of Art.

This Qing dynasty teapot dating to the 17th century is part of the Norton Museum of Art.

FLASHBACK

This 1970s home in Los Angeles didn’t need to get its groove back. It never lost its groovy.

Is your home retro fabulous?

We want to share your 1920s-1980s decor with our readers.

By Staci Sturrock

Palm Beach Post Staff Writer

As soon as a jaw-droppingly fantastic gallery on IGTV’s online website, this 1970s home had us in its grasp. The photographs were more than just a visual treat.

The gentle clip-clip-clip of wall-to-wall shag carpet, pendant lights straight out of the 1970s home in Los Angeles didn’t need to get its groove back. It never lost its groovy.

We want to share your 1920s-1980s decor with our readers.
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